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 Why is Jerusalem so important to Turkey?
 Turkey, which supports Hamas, has a

growing presence in east Jerusalem, as
seen by the Turkish flags flying there. Its
influence



can even be seen in local restaurants and
clothing stores.



Turkish support for Hamas also explains the
appearance of Turkish flags among Palestinian
protesters in the Gaza fence confrontation.



Turkey is using Muslim “tourism” to gain a
foothold on the Temple Mount and other holy
sites, possibly aiming to take control of them.

General Background
Turkey, under the charismatic leadership of
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, is intervening in
many places throughout the Middle East. In each
locale, it takes care to unfurl the Turkish flag literally.
However, Turkey’s public involvement in Jerusalem appears to be more public and striking because Jerusalem is more
important to Turkey than other places in the region.
Turkey has shown great interest in both Gaza and Jerusalem. It is interested in Gaza because Gaza is ruled by the Muslim
Brotherhood affiliate, Hamas, which Turkey wishes to bring under its wing, and it is interested in Jerusalem to facilitate
the “saving of al-Aqsa.”
Erdogan often uses the slogan, “Break through the siege on Gaza,” to spread hatred of Israel and gain more popularity.
Turkey is active in east Jerusalem in several ways, the most dangerous of which is its support for the terror organization
Hamas. The most visible sign of its activity is the Turkish flag flying publicly around east Jerusalem. Many of the
alleyways of the Old City and in the streets outside the Old City Wall have at times been festooned with Turkish flags
flying on every corner, including at the entrances to the Temple Mount, while pro-Turkish demonstrations take place on
the Mount itself.

